
Name ______________________________ Period _______   Date __________ 
Buoyant Force Lab 
 
Materials:    500g spring scale,            Digital Scale (600g or more),    Flask with water,      Overflow Can,  Tablespoon 
                       Can of Soup on string,     Catch Cup (plastic),                  Tray to contain spills,   Sponge,     Salt,    spoon to stir 
 
Part 1 
Directions: 
1.  Weigh the soup can dry using a string and a spring scale.  _________g (dry weight) 
2.  Fill the overflow can and let it flow into the catch cup a little.   
3.  Empty the catch cup and put back in place.  Weight of the empty catch cup _______g 
4.  Using the spring scale, lower the soup can into the overflow can fully.  Do not let the soup can touch the bottom. 
5.  Record the weight of the soup can in the water ________g.  (Wet weight) 
6. Subtract the wet weight from the dry weight to find the Buoyant Force.  
 
                   ___________g    -    _________g =        ___________g 
                   Dry weight                Wet weight             Buoyant Force 
 
7.  Find the mass of the overflow water _________g 
8.  How does the mass of the overflow water compare to the Buoyant Force? 
9.  What is the VOLUME of the overflow water? (1g = 1ml) ___________ml 
 
Part 2 
Add 5 tablespoons of salt to the water in the overflow can and stir. Repeat the lab using salt water this time. 
1.  Weigh the soup can dry using a string and a spring scale.  _________g (dry weight) 
2.  Fill the overflow can and let it flow into the catch cup a little.   
3.  Empty the catch cup and put back in place.   Weight of the empty catch cup _______g 
4.  Using the spring scale, lower the soup can into the overflow can fully.  Do not let the soup can touch the bottom. 
5.  Record the weight of the soup can in the water ________g.  (Wet weight) 
6. Subtract the wet weight from the dry weight to find the Buoyant Force.  
 
                   ___________g    -    _________g =        ___________g 
                   Dry weight                Wet weight             Buoyant Force 
 
7.  Find the mass of the overflow water _________g 
8.  How does the mass of the overflow water compare to the Buoyant Force? 
9.  What is the VOLUME of the overflow salt water? (1g does NOT equal 1ml for salt water) ___________ml 
                       (You can read the volume from the side of the catch cup) 
 
Answer the big question about the nature of the Buoyant Force after we discuss it as a class. 
 


